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digestive system and how it works.

To understand your operation, we first need to look at the

transverse colostomy.

and to help you understand what may be involved in having a

This booklet has been specially written to explain your operation

so that part of your bowel can rest and heal properly

your bowel, and your surgeon has formed a transverse colostomy,

YouVe just had your operation, probably to relieve a blockage in

INTRODUCTION

or

large

stine, where water is taken back

ugh to your colon

hen you eat, food passes down
oesophagus, is liquidised by the
stive juices in your stomach and
ses into the small intestine. Here,
e digestive juices are secreted
re the nutrients your body needs
bsorbed. The remainder passes
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evacuated via the anus.This is called
defaecation.

into the body, leaving waste matter
(faeces). This is stored in the colon,
passes through the rectum and, with
the aid of the sphincter muscles, is

ANAL CANAL
ANUS

H HOW YOUR DIGESTIVE SYSTEM WORKS
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AFTER A TRANSVERSE

COLOSTOMY

COLOSTOMY

time.

appliance needs to be worn all the

passage of waste matter, so an

The stoma is red and moist and
immediately after the operation it
may be quite large, but it will gradually get smaller and less swollen.
There will be no control over the

close it, and to restore your digestive
system to normal.

BEFORE A TRANSVERSE

be possible for your surgeon to

The stoma you have is a transverse colostomy. It is used so that,
at some stage in the future, it may

make an opening for the passage of
waste matter (faeces). The opening
that is made through your abdomen
is called a toma.'

skin surface of your abdomen to

A colostomy is formed by bringing
part of the large bowel (colon) to the

WHAT IS A
TRANSVERSE COLOSTOMY?
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but remember things will improve.

which, at times, you may not be able
to control. All this is perfectly normal,

from your anus (back passage)

You may also have some leakage

liquid.

also produce a lot of flatus (wind),
which may be rather noisy. After a
while, once you have resumed eating, the stoma will settle down and
the waste matter will become less

Your stoma will start to work within
a few days. To begin with, the waste
matter from it may be watery. You will

drinking as much as you want. You
can then take light foods and, with
progress, your normal diet can be
resumed.

prevent vomiting. Fluids taken by
mouth will be gradually increased
over the first few days until you're

which goes to your stomach to

give you fluids and drugs. And you
may also have a tube in your nose,

additional support.
You will have a tube in your arm to

stoma will have healed and the
stoma will no longer require this

After this time the wound around the

by a od,' or bridge,' which will be
painlessly removed after 5-10 days.

covering the stoma. This will probably
be a clear drainable type to allow the
stoma to be observed for the first few
days.
The stoma will also be supported

At first, after your operation, you
may feel weak and uncomfortable.
Your first appliance will be in place,

DIAGRAM: ILLUSTRATING APPEARANCE OF A
TRANSVERSE COLOSTOMY WITH A ROD
IN POSITION.

manage for yourself at home.

and show you how to care for your
stoma and change your appliance,
until you feel confident and ready to

plenty of time with you in these early
days. They'll answer your questions

the nursing staff who will spend

Don't hesitate to discuss things with

ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY

close-ended appliance will be
recommended. This type cannot be

erent styles available and you'll
the modern appliances are kind
the skin, lightweight, waterproof

two-piece type.

As the name suggests, a onepiece appliance has the collection

bag, seal and outer adhesive ring all

ttom through which the contents
i be drained out into the lavatory,

hout removing the appliance

choice of using a one-piece or

Iiance will be recommended.

s has an open sleeve at the

a closed appliance, you have the

before the contents can be emptied
into the lavatory and the appliance
discarded.
Whether you use a drainable or

nands of every-day living.
The consistency of your faeces
determine the type of appliance
.i'll use. If soft or liquid, a drainable

i odour proof, to meet the

If faeces are more formed, a

es with you. There are many

drained and has to be removed

itself. The open sleeve is securely
sealed with a clip during use.

CHOOSING AN APPLIANCE

Your Stoma Care Nurse or ward
if will discuss the choice of appli-
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have brought about new benefits

Advanced technology in adhesives

needs special care to avoid problems.

The skin around your stoma

CARING FOR YOUR STOMA

not usually a cause for alarm.

problems and should be avoided.
Surface bleeding of the stoma can
happen when you clean it, but it's

skin cleansers can all cause

every 3-5 days, or when necessary.

stoma and should be changed

skin. The separate seal needs cutting

stoma exposed to faeces.
Leakage, too-frequent removal
of appliances, and the use of harsh

Skin soreness may be caused
by use of a badly-fitting appliance,
which leaves the skin around the

their individual needs.

to size for a secure fit around the

disturbing the stoma or surrounding

adhesive, thus enabling you to fit
bags on and off the seal without

the most up to date appliances

in a range of pre-cut sizes.
A two-piece type has the collection bag separate from the seal and

having different adhesives to suit

for colostomist's appliances - with

in one integral unit. Most are available

ODOUR

and enjoying your old lifestyle will
mean only a little more planning and
preparation than it did before.

the best policy is to eat them in

moderation.

LI Do not use talc or cotton wool

but beer and lager can produce

de supplied by your appliance

DISPOSING OF YOUR
APPLIANCE

3oints to remember:
11 Once empty, your appliance
uld be sealed inside a plastic bag,
ewspaper and disposed of in the

1.

nufacturer and check that you are
using the correct sized appliance.
III Fit the new appliance, making
it in complete contact with the

help. Try not to skip meals - regular,
balanced eating will help your stoma
work more effectively.

wind and loose motions and fizzy
drinks tend to give you wind - like
everyone else! If you find you're
suffering from constipation, drink
extra fluid and eat more fruit and
vegetables. A little bran may also

enjoying as varied a diet as anyone
else. Alcohol is fine in moderation,

r stoma with the measuring

LI Periodically check the size of

)liance adhering properly.

with a little care, you'll soon be

Experiment with your food and,

motivated you are, the quicker your
recovery is likely to be and resuming

to produce wind, whether you have
a stoma or not. If this bothers you,

cial.) Avoid harsh solvents, soaps,
Jisinfectants.
LI Gently pat dry.

ause they can stop the fresh

stronger and more confident. The more

We all know that some foods tend

until you do find a comfortable position for you both.
Your Stoma Care Nurse is used to
discussing this kind of problem and
will be happy to talk about it with you.

able, don't be shy to experiment

nightwear can do wonders for your
self-esteem. And if making love in
your normal position is uncomfort-

self-conscious, some attractive

feel with your partner. If you're feeling

activity. Try and talk about how you

a while to resume normal sexual

Take things gradually - it may take

PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

People recover at different rates,

strain on you.

- you don't need anything

Avoid any heavy lifting; initially,
even carrying shopping bags and
walking can put an unnecessary

too much for you.

but you will gradually start to feel

DIET

Deodorising products are available to help minimise odour, if you
feel you need them.

advise you.

low. This is quite normal and to be
expected after major surgery. Even
quite ordinary things, like household
chores, or walking the dog, may be

Your family and friends can
expect you to feel tired and not up to
doing much after your operation and
there'll be times when you may feel

a collection service for used appliances. Your doctor, Stoma Care
Nurse, or chemist will be able to

LI Some local authorities provide

FAMILY AND SOCIAL LIFE

dustbin. Do not flush it down the toilet,
or burn it.

My and gently working from topto
tom.
LI Wash the skin with warm water
i tissues. (Toilet or kitchen roll is

LI Remove the old appliance

ore removing it.

in the contents into a lavatory

LI If you use a drainable appliance,

d.

liance.
LI Check you have everything you

LI It

is often best to establish a
ular routine for changing your

Points to remember:

CHANGING YOUR
APPLIANCE
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discreetly is a good idea.

that need to be carried around

Your colostomy need not restrict
your travel at all. Assembling a small
travel kit with the necessary items

TRAVEL

is empty and the seal is secure. You
may find it helpful to wear a special
belt which attaches to the appliance,
for extra security and peace of mind.

up to it.
Always make sure your appliance

strenuous, any recreational activity
you enjoyed before your operation
can be resumed as soon as you feel

Again, as long as it's not too

RECREATION

carefully, nobody else need know.

assured, by choosing your clothes

you're wearing an appliance, but rest

whether other people can see that

You may be concerned about

WHAT TO WEAR?

advises you differently.

surgeon or Stoma Care Nurse

there no reason why you shouldn't
plan to resume work, unless your

closed in the very near future, it may
not be appropriate for you to return to
work between operations. Otherwise

If you are to have your stoma

BACK TO WORK

manner for some time.
Remember things will
get back to normal.

y further queries,
ur Stoma Care

Christina Sloan - Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Health Authority.

cident' from your back passage.

Dawn Siggins - Coventry Health Authority.

Authority

Celia Myers - city and Hackney Health

Authority.

Elizabeth Jeff ries - North-East Essex Health

Authonty

Marguerite Farbrother - Wycombe Health

development of this booklet:

lowing Stoma Care Nurses in the

Our grateful thanks to the fol-

ACKNOWLEDG EM ENT

alone.

you with - so don't feel that you're

doctor or Stoma Care Nurse to help

sensitive an area for either your family

Nothing is too personal or too

lowing your second operation
u find you have the occasional

go home.
Don't worry if in this early period

lostomy. This operation will prob)ly involve a stay of about 10 days
hospital. Once your bowels are
ictioning properly you'll be allowed

ur surgeon can make a final
cision on when to close your

tions may be necessary before

gressing. Further tests and exam-

partment to see how you're

After some weeks you'll be asked
go back to the hospital out-patient

PROG RESS

REVIEWING YOUR

car Ws important that you continue
use a seat belt. If flying, take extra
pplies in your hand luggage.

ANY QUESTIONS?

having your bowels
opened in the usual

irse will be only too
ppy to advise you. When travelling

haven't been used to

most trains, boats

This is because you

dplanes. If you want
o abroad and have

Toilets are available
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